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Campaign: Open Science for Space Life and Physical Sciences

Abstract
All space-related biological, biomedical, and physical sciences research data are precious national data

resources. These data need to be as open-access as possible to grow the fields, of reusable quality to
empower community-driven informatic research, and collected through researchers using cloud-based
digital research notebooks to streamline collection-submission-curation. To fulfill the potential of Open
Science research, experiments should be designed to maximize metadata quality, data volume and
experimental reproducibility; data should be curated according to acceptable ontologies and standard
assay metadata from their respective fields; higher-level data should be generated with consensus
processing pipelines; and novel tools for open-access collaborative data networking and exchange should
be developed to enable collaboration in a secured manner while removing old NASA security roadblocks.
With access to high-end computing and AI/ML modeling tools, this community-driven research approach
will be well-positioned to conduct world-class research. As data-intensive, computer-assisted approaches
continue to produce essential basic, applied, and operational outcomes, a decade-long investment should
be pursued for this campaign of ‘Open Science’ data stewardship in the life and physical space sciences,
to support discovery and platform development for deep space exploration.

Introduction
The increasingly computational nature of data

generation, analysis, and interdisciplinary
collaboration rely on data sharing. The National
Academies produced a 2018 guide to nurture this
approach: “Open Science by Design: Realizing a
Vision for 21st Century Research”[1]. Open
Science aims to provide more access to data,
encourage collaboration, and enable reuse,
redistribution and reproduction of research
(Figure 1). Also foundational for increasing data
sharing are the 'FAIR’ principles for scientific
data management and stewardship, promoting
data findability, accessibility, interoperability and
reuse of data[2].

We propose a campaign centered around Open Science and the FAIR principles to increase the
quality and output of research in the space biological and physical sciences. Open Science has been
embraced in many scientific domains, including cancer research[3], genetics research[4], chemical
biology[5], molecular biology[6], and clinical trials[7,8]. Open science requirements for data management
and sharing through funding incentives and implementable principles[9,10], can enable large collaborative
research projects (e.g., the Human Genome Project[11], The Cancer Genome Atlas[3], the US National
COVID Cohort Collaborative[12,13]), and transform public access, which can increase transparency,
trust, and credibility of findings. Open Science emphasizes reproducibility of research[14–16], inclusion
of studies with negative findings[17–19], and the broadening of science to engage diverse populations
through citizen science and educational efforts[8]. There is a data governance continuum from closed to
mediated to embargoed to open, but the greatest potential for data reuse and new discoveries comes when
data are both FAIR and Open[20]. Data should be as open as possible, as closed as necessary, although
metadata should always be open to keep provenance of research[21].

Changing the culture of the space life and physical scientist community regarding data sharing
and Open Science requires encouragement and incentivization, with new, clear policy, explicit funding,
and education and training[22]. The ‘2019 State of Open Data’ report[23] included a survey of 8,500
science researchers, and presents useful information for stakeholders and data stewards regarding data
sharing cultural change.
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Space life and physical sciences should leverage the Open and FAIR experience of the NASA
Science Mission Directorate[24–26], which has recently embarked on a multi-year campaign to bring the
power of Open Science to bear on NASA scientific research[27,28], with funding commitments for
initiatives to improve science transparency and reproducibility, engage more sectors of the community,
and support the creation of AI-ready, cloud-centric data lakes.

NASA's goals of Lunar, Martian and deep space exploration mean a swell of groundbreaking
biological and life science datasets are expected in the next decade (e.g., the authors have already received
queries on best practices for data management plans for Lunar surface grants). We need to have the
foresight to start now and develop the data infrastructure and computational resources required to make
data submission straightforward, enable comparisons between diverse datasets, and ultimately pave the
way for leveraging life and physical sciences insights to support human astronaut health and exploration
goals. We propose a 10-year Research Campaign in which NASA fully adopts Open Science principles
for supporting life and physical research in space. The goals of this campaign are:

Goal 1: To GeneLab and Beyond! Extend Open Science and FAIR principles to All Biological,
Biomedical, and Physical Sciences Data

The previous Decadal Survey (2013-2022) resulted in development of NASA’s GeneLab repository
for space biology 'omics data, which was designed to be as FAIR and open as possible[29,30]. It has
transformed the space biological landscape and resulted in tremendous knowledge gains[31–38]. Through
this research campaign, we propose applying the Open and FAIR principles to all space life and physical
sciences data repositories (i.e., the Ames Life Sciences Data Archive [ALSDA][39] and Physical Sciences
Informatics [PSI][40]). Biological, biomedical, and physical sciences research will increasingly rely on
modeling and artificial intelligence techniques, which require well-annotated, transparent data. ALSDA
and PSI hold hundreds of thousands of valuable data points, whose enormous potential cannot yet be
tapped due to a lack of standardized metadata and infrastructure for data sharing and meta-analysis.
Recent meta-analysis on space bone loss shows the power of such data gathering[41,42]. Furthermore, the
lack of automated and standardized data entry is a barrier to depositing data in these repositories for many
investigators.

Goal 2: Streamline Acquisition, Curation, and Open-Access Distribution of Telemetry, Mission,
Hardware, and Experiment Environmental Data

Substantial investments have been made to conduct life and physical sciences experiments in space.
Yet, essential science metadata (e.g., assay status, organism health, weight, etc.), as well as data from the
execution of the experiment (e.g., operations, logs, organism care and handling, etc.), experiment
hardware information (i.e., design specifications, operating parameters, etc.), and environmental sensors
(i.e., physico-chemical [temperature, radiation, vibration, gas partial pressures, etc.]) are still onerous for
repositories to collect, and curate. There is no streamlined data collection system, and often there is a
reliance on individuals with institutional knowledge and previous payload experience. This is a major gap
which the Open Science campaign must address. A streamlined system for this class of data must
accompany all the Open Science experimental dependent variable results data, without dependence on
individual guiding insight. There is a growing call from researchers to make these data Open, Transparent,
and FAIR so these data may be comparable across missions and longitudinally (for their critical science
insights; e.g., radiation dosimetry). Current practices often rely on arduous, ad hoc, non-automated efforts
and can take months to execute. For example, NASA’s Rodent Research project (to say nothing of the
dozens of other or future payloads) has different, uncoordinated data streams for flight and ground
procedure data; NASA vs contractors; ISS cabin vs cargo ascent/return providers; software vs format
conflicts; data transfer size constraints; working with personnel across 4-5 different NASA centers; and
across engineering, programmers, operations, and science teams. This is a major gap which the Open
Science campaign will address by designing and demonstrating streamlined systems for automatically
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attaching these kinds of data to all experimental results. Such systems must make these data Open, FAIR,
and comparable longitudinally in order to support critical insights (e.g., by comparing radiation dose). As
Lunar missions are currently being planned, the need for immediate investment in acquiring and
disseminating these telemetry, mission, hardware, and environmental data more efficiently is
critical.

Goal 3: Develop a Space Life and Physical Sciences Ontology, Data Curation Standards, and
Maximally Reusable Data Formats

Data reusability relies heavily on enforceable standards for data structure and format. Instructions to
data submitters/experimenters must be provided regarding the type and depth of metadata necessary to
qualify as a complete dataset, in order for downstream users to re-analyze and reuse the data. Metadata
standards can be guided by the development of a Space Life and Physical Sciences Ontology, which
includes expert-derived terminology and contexts for clear communication of concepts within and
between scientific domains. Precedent for this approach exists in the space life sciences, with GeneLab
leading the creation of the Radiation Biology Ontology[43,44], allowing a common vocabulary and units
to describe ionizing radiation exposures (e.g., radiation type, particle properties, dosage characteristics).
Life and physical sciences assays can produce data in myriad formats, but a ubiquitous ability for data
to be machine-interpretable is necessary. Accompanying these standards must be a set of recommended
preprocessing steps for downstream analysis, while preservation of raw data is essential for any future
analysis. All types of downstream data reuse and analysis will benefit from uniformly structured and
annotated data, but particularly analyses employing artificial intelligence[45]. NASA has faced this
challenge in other areas of scientific inquiry and employed strategies to tackle it. In 2004, NASA
established an Earth Science Data and Information System Standards Office, which fostered development
of numerous Earth Science Data System Working Groups (ESDSWG) to determine standards for data and
metadata[46]. The ESDSWG example led GeneLab to launch an “Analysis Working Group” (and
subsequently the ALSDA Analysis Working Group [AWG]) which similarly provided feedback on
standards for types of biological data. The voice and expertise from the communities who produce and
reuse these data and metadata are critical to standardizing life and physical sciences data sharing.

Goal 4: Integrate FAIR and Open-source Tools and Standards for Science Imaging and Video to
Enable Analysis and Reuse

Space life and physical sciences have datasets from methodologies which capture images and video,
involving post-hoc analysis. These data are currently not publicly accessible through any Open Science
repository nor are they FAIR. The past few years have seen a renaissance in how bioimaging data are
collected, curated, processed and made available for reuse through use of open-source bioimaging tools
using programming approaches[47–51]. For example, AI/ML is now used to automate cell
segmentation[52], which is especially of interest for semi-autonomous assays and analysis for deep space
missions[53]. Consortiums of researchers and institutions have established image sharing science
repositories[54], determined image metadata standards[55,56], demonstrated interoperability of image
formats[57], and developed image annotation tools[58]. Video repositories could be leveraged by space
science researchers for behavioral data reuse[59], especially in order to leverage the growth of analytical
AI/ML behavioral video approaches seen for terrestrial data[60–62]. Space life and physical sciences
doesn’t necessarily need to develop advanced analytical image/video tools, it needs to integrate
open-source tools to ensure data are Open and FAIR.

Goal 5: Develop a Data Management Environment Including Digital Research-Laboratory
Notebooks for Terrestrial Experimenters to Streamline Data Collection and Curation

The   NASA research funding system[63] requires investigators to submit and update investigation
reports, without any requirement to submit investigation-produced data. Furthermore, there is no single
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point-of-entry data submission system, limited automation to aid consistent, verifiable data and metadata
deposition, and limited quality control to ensure compliance with Open Science and FAIR principles.
When investigators endeavor to comply with the FAIR principles, it can be challenging to identify all
necessary metadata needed by other users in subsequent analyses. We propose the development of an
Open Science, FAIR Data Management Environment (DME) for NASA life science and physical sciences
data[64]. The DME would fit into a funding framework, in which each grant requires a data submission
agreement prior to distribution of funding.

A key function of the DME will be providing a cloud-based data storage and analysis infrastructure,
including a digital research notebook (DRN) where investigators perform data analyses, and where all
intermediate data products are automatically saved[65–67]. The DRN facilitates data capture throughout
the course of an experiment into the Open Science cloud infrastructure, so that by the end of an
experiment most of the data have already been captured-curated. Such approach relieves
investigators of the onerous task of organizing and uploading all experimental data, often left to be
done at the very end of the funding period. There are many digital notebooks commercially available
(e.g., eLabNext, LabArchives, RSpace, Benchling) as well as open-source tools (e.g., Open Science
Framework, MyBinder, etc.) that can be integrated in the DME. A second key aspect of the DME will be
its system-wide integration of standardized terminology and concepts (through ontologies) to aid both
data submission and data discovery. This will yield datasets more widely understood by the entire
scientific community and therefore more easily reused and will facilitate quality control of data. The
DME framework will also include automated, intelligent data capture and curation tools, to support
investigators on multiple levels including data product planning, acquisition, submission and curation
processes, as discussed in [64]. Lastly, full realization of the DME will support seamless integration
between terrestrial and space-derived data[53].

Goal 6: Maximize Quality Data Generation: Biospecimen Centralization, Preservation, Sample
Processing

With preciously small, statistically limiting volumes of data[68], part of this Open Science campaign is
to generate and provide wide access to more data, through sequencing and assay processing of existing
space-relevant biospecimens. Public access to easily available biospecimens, searchable through rich
metadata, will adhere to Open Science and FAIR principles[39]. Fundamental findings lie undiscovered in
~150,000 space radiation-relevant biospecimens, dispersed amongst experimenters’ institutions through
NASA HRP Space Radiation[35]. There are also over 32,000 biospecimens under-utilized from ISS,
Shuttle, and simulated ground experiments available through the NASA Biological Institutional Scientific
Collection[69]. Other biospecimens relevant to space science include the nascent Space Microbial Culture
Collection (a project to centralize, preserve, and distribute microbial isolates across NASA programs).

Goal 7: Standard Measures and Reference Missions for Space Life Sciences
The lack of experiment design standards has stifled the ability to compare data and findings across

experiments, too often entirely prohibiting data reuse. For example, the Rodent Research missions have
used different mouse strains, sex, age, durations, and preservation methods, which become confounding
variables when attempting to compare results or validate findings across missions [70].

This research campaign will establish Space Biology Standard Measures (SBSM) to enable reliable
comparisons and reproducibility of results. The SBSM would be a set of consistent measurements
identified by the scientific community for each model organism to be collected through every spaceflight
experiment platform (similar to those collected for astronauts through the Human Research
Program[71–73]). Standard processes have begun by NASA projects such as the Biospecimen Sharing
Program and GeneLab but need to be expanded throughout the full experimental design and execution.
The SBSM could be easily integrated into spaceflight experiments for both investigator-lead experiments
and reference missions.
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To accelerate scientific discovery and create more opportunities for research, community-designed
reference experiments at a large scale must be conducted[74]. These experiments would generate
uniformed large datasets based on SBSM, which would then be deposited in open science systems to
engage a larger diverse community of research scientists. Community-driven reference missions would
expand on the open science data generation ongoing by GeneLab for ‘omics data and increase
reproducibility and validation of results from space life sciences research.

Goal 8: Build Novel Open Science Collaborative Data Networking and Exchange Tools
Community-driven research is becoming the norm for interdisciplinary science. Numerous scientific

knowledge gaps require previously unimagined collaborations between domains of biology, biomedicine,
computer science, or physical sciences, but also across organizations, cultures, physical locations, etc.
Collaborative network systems are very exclusive to NASA-affiliated personnel. In the next decade,
parallel open-access collaborative networks and communication ecosystems need development which
would meet NASA security standards, but also enable inclusion of myriad users and collaborations. It
would be designed to offer open-access data tools, access to the crucial space data resources, high-end
computing resources, and geared so internal and external scientists can advance the goals of spaceflight as
a community.

Goal 9: Empower Open Science Data Repositories with High-End Computing for AI/ML Analytics
Over the last two decades, cloud computing began to be adopted by the scientific community for data

storage and analysis efforts[75]. This transformation of infrastructure has accelerated collaborations and
discoveries in 'omics, health monitoring and precision medicine[76], as well as image analysis, across
many disciplines (including life sciences[77]). Compute-heavy artificial intelligence and machine learning
methods are increasingly utilized in life sciences, primarily in biomedicine and healthcare, improving
clinical trials data collection for drug development and potentially diagnostics and imaging
capabilities[78]. Although high-performance computing is widely implemented by NASA, access to
computing infrastructure and data sharing networks is still limited in the space biological sciences
compared to other space sciences. Open Science data repositories must be empowered with high-end
computing resources to facilitate the compute-intensive methods necessary for knowledge discovery; and
ultimately, enabled with low-latency Earth-to-space communications for real-time analysis of
space-generated data[53].

Conclusions and Recommendations
We recommend NASA undertake a 10-year Research Campaign to fully embrace Open Science

principles to nurture a culture of data sharing, and invest in data curation, management, sharing and
communication frameworks. This will maximize
the scientific return from publicly-funded
biological, biomedical and physical sciences
research. The Campaign also includes initiatives
to improve reproducibility of experiments
through automation, reference experiments, and
high-end computing. These changes must take
place through funding structures to both
incentivize and enable researchers to share and
reuse data. We propose a budget in Figure 2
based on the assumption that all biological,
biomedical, and physical sciences research must
have strong data stewardship to ensure data are
reusable.
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